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Although research regarding supply chain collaboration has been increasing, studies reviewing supply chain collaboration
remains limited. This review paper categorises supply chain collaboration and identifies different themes in this research
field. Articles were collected based on a designed keywords list and specific subject restrictions in citation databases. Textmining technology and conceptual criteria were used to categorise and screen articles into different categories. Finally,
cluster analysis was used to group articles and identify emerging themes. From the year 1999 to 2017, a total of 678 articles
regarding supply chain collaboration were found. These were sorted into six categories: levels of collaboration, industries, supply chain stages, company scales, forms/methods of collaboration and typology of article, and into corresponding
sub-categories. 380 articles employing modelling approach where collaboration forms the core of analysis were screened
for hierarchical cluster analysis, resulting in four clusters: information sharing paradigm, joint decision-making paradigm,
resource sharing paradigm and coordinating contract paradigm. Eleven themes were finally identified based on the four
clusters. The number of articles in the field of supply chain collaboration shows an increasing trend by year. However, most
of the collaborations discussed were still at a low level. It is expected to explore a higher level of collaborations and related
themes in future research.
Keywords: supply chain collaboration; review; cluster analysis; text-mining; modelling methodology

1. Introduction
To stay competitive in the current challenging business environment, more and more companies develop collaborative relationships with partners in their supply chains. Lehoux, D’Amours, and Langevin (2014) observed that many companies do
not have all the technical skills to satisfy customer demand and hence need to outsource some of their operations, or conduct
them in collaboration with others. Supply chain collaboration (SCC) is a construct to capture the joint relationship between
autonomous supply chain partners (Xu 2014), its importance has been demonstrated by many research (e.g. Xu 2011; Li
2012; Al-Refaie 2014; Vuletic et al. 2017). Due to the increasing competitiveness, supply chain needs to be restructured.
It requires companies to look beyond their organisational boundaries and seeking collaborative relationships with others
(Soosay, Hyland, and Ferrer 2008). Inter-organisational collaboration has become increasingly important in ensuring supply
chain success and a competitive advantage. A more efficient and effective supply chain could be realised through collaboration among supply chain partners, hence it is important to coordinate supply chain activities for joint-decision on planning
and production (Ramanathan and Gunasekaran 2014). Therefore, more and more SCC researches were conducted in past
decades, which captures diverse perspectives, e.g. supply chain coordination (e.g. Seifert, Zequeira, and Liao 2012; Wei,
Li, and Zou 2017), business cooperation (e.g. Hewitt-Dundas 2013), joint venture (e.g. Gerwin and Meister 2002), strategic
alliance (e.g. Howarth 1994) and open business (e.g. Frankenberger, Weiblen, and Gassmann 2013), amongst others. However, this diversity makes the literature body on supply chain collaboration overloaded with multiple terms, topics and foci.
In addition, many studies, (e.g. Kobrak and Schneider 2011) can be located which have used ‘collaboration’ or related terms
as keywords or as descriptors, however, a closer inspection suggests that they do not necessarily relate to SCC per se.
Moreover, there are a number of reviews addressing specific aspects of SCC, but to our knowledge, none of these provide
a meta-level analysis, along its various facets and embedded topics required in order to provide a holistic perspective and
strategic research direction. Instead the extant reviews mainly address specific aspects of SCC, e.g. profit sharing (Stein and
Ginevicius 2010), collaborative business frameworks (Chituc, Azevedo, and Toscano 2009), performance of collaboration
and integration in supply chains (Vereecke and Muylle 2006; Adams et al. 2014), RFID in SCC (Lee and Ozer 2007) or
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collaborative logistics in SCC (Verdonck et al. 2013), among others. A review of SCC could summarise existing SCC
researches from a general point of view rather than a narrow field. Moreover, it can help researchers to identify the research
trend of SCC, which can provide a guideline for researchers for future research in SCC.
In addition, modelling methods, as the most common research typology in today’s supply chain research, plays a vital
role in existing SCC researches (Li et al. 2012). We have traced the start of the modelling as a methodological approach
in 1999 (Gilbert and Ballou 1999), and since then the number of studies has continued to grow. An increasing number
of publications have employed different modelling methods to realise various collaborative targets in supply chain, or to
explore various aspects in collaboration, e.g. modelling and analysis for information sharing between organisations (Xu et al.
2009; Demirkan and Goul 2013), a generic system dynamics simulation model for strategic partnering in supply networks
(Khaji and Shafaei 2011), a mathematical model to explore the influence of revenue sharing contract on supply chain
coordination (Giannoccaro and Pontrandolfo 2004). Even though the generic research typology is the same, the literature
body is diverse in covering various themes and trends in SCC. Therefore, of specific interest for this paper is the dominant
body of research on SCC that employs various modelling methods.
In this context, our paper aims at presenting a comprehensive and systematic overview of such a divergent research topic,
to identify diverse embedded research categories and explore systematically these emergent streams addressing SCC. It
could present new and interesting research problems or/and new applications in production, logistics etc., which is the main
aim of many esteem academic journals (e.g. International Journal of Production Research). Based on previous literatures on
SCC, a categorical framework is developed and subsequently used to identify and explore the trends in this research field,
with particular attention and analysis of the literature corpus adopting modelling as a methodological approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section two elaborates on the key concepts of inter-organisational
collaboration followed by the methodology employed for the systematic literature review in section three. It explains the
sampling criteria along with the analytical framework. Section four highlights the results of the paper followed by the
discussion of the results, implications and suggested future research directions.
2. Supply chain collaboration
SCC can take place in various forms, these include inter- and intra-organisational collaboration (Ho and Lin 2004; Alves,
Segatto, and De-Carli 2016). Inter-organisational collaboration depicts relationship between two or several organisations
in which the participating parties agree to invest resources, mutually achieve goals, share information, resources, rewards
and responsibilities, as well as jointly make decisions and solve problems (Chan and Prakash 2012). The majority of the
research on SCC focuses on inter-organisational collaboration and there is no indication that this focus will change. Thus
the emphasis, in this paper, hereon is on inter-organisational collaboration unless otherwise specified.
The literature on SCC is relatively narrow and the studies tend to focus on specific aspects of supply chain, e.g. influence
of certain collaborative contract type on supply chain performance (Kunter 2012; Inderfurth and Clemens 2014; Xu et al.
2014b), or the impact of certain information sharing method on supply chain (Li 2006; Ozer, Zheng, and Chen 2011;
Inderfurth, Sadrieh, and Voigt 2013) or efficiency improvement of supply chain through collaborative replenishment or
production planning (Pibernik and Sucky 2007; Chaharsooghi and Heydari 2010; Xu et al. 2012; Ben-Daya, As’ad, and
Seliaman 2013).
Collaboration has different degrees and there are several studies addressed this topic (Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh 2006; Danese 2006; Camarinha-Matos et al. 2009). Besides collaboration, there are several other concepts in use
that implicate an interest in collaborative relationships, e.g. coordination, cooperation, alliance and joint venture. These
may connote a collaborative relationship however they tend to represent different levels or perspectives of collaborations.
For example, Weaver’s (2012) study on comparing between 3Cs (coordination, cooperation and collaboration) along supply
chain activities (e.g. planning and forecasting). It showed that coordinative demand planning and forecasting was conducted
mainly by the downstream partners with errors thus having minor effects on the upstream partner, while cooperative planning
was conducted by the downstream partners with subsequent sharing with the upstream partners. On the other hand, collaborative planning was conducted jointly with both risk and reward being equally shared by the partners. Gulati, Wohlgezogen,
and Zhelyazkov (2012) defined coordination as the deliberate and orderly alignment or adjustment of partners’ actions to
achieve jointly determined goals, while cooperation as the joint pursuit of agreed-on goal(s) built on a shared understanding
of contributions and payoffs. On the other hand, strategic alliance is referred to ‘a constellation of agreements characterized
by the commitment of two or more partner firms to reach a common goal, entailing the pooling of their resources and activities’ (Teece 1992, 19) and can be broadly viewed to be long-term in nature (Soosay, Hyland, and Ferrer 2008). While joint
venture implies a group of companies supplying complimentary services joining forces for mutual benefit and frequently
leading to a new enterprise with joint ownership (Jagdev and Thoben 2001). Typically, alliances and joint ventures in the
supply chain require a longer period of time for successful collaboration thus the desirable benefits from these relationships
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Figure 1. Level of collaboration.

will not be realised until the trading partners have reached a fuller integration (Cheng 2011). Based on past definitions and
studies, the level of a collaborative relationship is interpreted to be increasing gradually from coordination to joint venture,
as shown in Figure 1. Our paper incorporates this perspective by using the level of collaboration as one of the criteria for
categorisation and subsequent analysis.
3. Research methodology for systematic literature review
The paper adopts a systematic literature review (SLR) by using a meta-analysis of scholarly literatures on SCC. In particular,
three steps are utilised for conducting the research, which includes material collection, screening and categorisation, and
cluster analysis (Figure 2).
3.1. Search and selection
A literature search was conducted through authors’ university library service using the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection database, one of the largest multidisciplinary databases of peer-reviewed literature. Only articles written in English
and published between 1970 and 2017 were selected. To ensure that only high-quality publications were chosen from this
relatively diverse and large research field, the document type was restricted to journal articles only. No other quality criteria
were used (e.g. journal ranking, impact factor etc.) for filtering. Other similar search databases were not included within the
scope of the systematic search, because of the large corpus of literature retrieved due to the relatively broad starting point for
the present review work. Moreover, WoS covers both major and minor publishers, including Elsevier, Emerald, Springer,
Wiley, among others. Table 1 shows the choice of the keywords for conducting the search process.
As Table 1 indicates, the keywords list for searching was designed so that it includes a diversity of SCC research
discussed in the extant literature. Finally, 678 full articles on SCC were retrieved from the WoS database for subsequent
analysis. They were grouped into Class 1.
However, a search limitation lies in the mismatch of topic between the selected articles and the selected research areas
as required for investigation. This discrepancy in the classification of the article by the databases may result in missing some
articles which correspond to our need for the analysis while some other not pertinent enough may be included.
3.2. Screening and categorisation
All the articles collected through the initial search were screened and categorised into categories by two methods, (i) automatic categorisation based on text-mining technique (cf. Section 3.2.2), and (ii) manual categorisation based on designed
screening criteria (cf. Section 3.2.3). According to the attribute of different categories, two different methods were chosen
aiming for different purposes.
3.2.1. Category formulation
As the focus of this paper is inter-organisational supply chain collaboration, the properties and characteristics of ‘supply
chain’, ‘collaboration’ and ‘organization’ are the three most important aspects considered for subsequent categorisation
and cluster analysis. Firstly, we considered the stages that the supply chain involved in, which is an important property
in supply chain research. We mainly considered three most common operative stages in supply chain, viz. manufacturing,
logistics and selling, as they play a vital role in determining the topic of each article. Secondly, considering the property of
‘collaboration’. Methods/forms of collaboration, which definitely is an essential property, were initially included. Different
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Figure 2. Flowchart of methodology.

Table 1.

Keywords list and research area restrictions.

Selected filter
Business economics OR
Operations research OR management science OR
Social sciences other topics OR
Transportation

Keywords
supply chain coordination
supply chain cooperation
supply chain collaboration
coordinati* supply chain
cooperati* supply chain
collaborati* supply chain

methods of collaboration, e.g. information sharing, profit sharing contract etc., would lead to different topics/focus of an
article. Thus, the categorisation based on supply chain collaboration method is necessary. As introduced in section 2, some
other terms have been used to mean different levels of collaborative relationships; therefore level of collaboration was
included as a main category as well. The collaboration discussed in collected articles are classified into five predefined
levels. Thirdly, considering the property of ‘organization’, we were interested in the scales of the organisation and industries
the organisations were situated in; therefore they were taken into account for categorisation. Several common and typical
industries addressed in supply chain research are included for categorisation. We have further developed a categorisation
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Table 2.

Main categories and corresponding sub-categories.

Category

Sub-category

A Stages in supply chain
B Levels of collaboration

C Industries

D Company scales
E Forms/Methods of collaboration

F Research typology

5

A1 ManufacturingA2 Logistics
A3 Selling
B1 Coordination
B2 Cooperation
B3 Collaboration
B4 Strategic alliance
B5 Joint venture
C1 Biology and pharmacy
industry
C2 Chemical industry
C3 Food industry
C4 High-technology industry
C5 Textile and apparel industry
D1 Large enterprises D2 SMEs
E1 Collaborative communication
E2 Common goal
E3 Coordinating contract
E4 Information sharing
E5 Joint decision making
E6 Joint knowledge creationE7
Resource sharing
F1 Modelling
F2 Non-modelling

scheme based upon research typology. This is to screen the articles specifically dealing with modelling, as motivated in
the introduction section, for subsequent cluster analysis. Modelling is a ‘representation of reality involving some degree
of approximation’, including mental, verbal, physical, statistical, mathematical, logical, or graphical in form (Cobelli and
Carson 2001). Based on the criteria and justifications above, a structural literature categorisation and corresponding subcategories are shown in Table 2.
A text-mining method was used to sort articles into category A to D and into corresponding sub-categories, which
enabled further cluster analysis. Conceptual criteria were used for screening articles prepared for cluster analysis and also
for categorisation articles into category E and category F and their sub-categories.
3.2.2. Categorisation by text-mining
For conducting the analysis, 678 articles in Class 1 were imported into NVivo, a qualitative analysis software. For each
sub-category listed in Table 2, a set of keywords including wildcard characters was constructed (as shown in Table 3) for
subsequent text-search query. All articles containing certain keywords were coded into corresponding word nodes in NVivo
following each text-search query. Each word node represented a corpus of articles containing keywords belonging to a
sub-category (cf. Table 3).
Determining topic from term frequency is a simple but important method of information retrieval from a corpus of articles. However, even if a term appears in almost every article in the corpus, along with high term frequency in an article, it cannot always determine the topic of the article. Each term must have different significance
to determine the topic of an article, therefore given this drawback we determined the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), in this study instead of term frequency. TF-IDF follows a specific text mining algorithm
(please see below), and can return (identify) documents that are highly relevant to a particular user-provided query
(Ramos 2003). Given a corpus of articles or documents D, a term t, and one article or document d D, TF-IDF is
calculated as:
TF − IDF = TFt,d ∗ log(|D|/DFt,D )
where TFt,d is term frequency of t in d, equalling the number of times t appears in d; |D| is the size of the corpus, and DFt,D
is document frequency, equalling the number of documents in which t appears in D (Sparck Jones 1972; Salton and Buckley
1988)
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Table 3.
Categories
A

Keywords list for text searching queries in NVivo.
Sub-categories

Keywords for text search query

A1

manufactur* OR produce OR producing
OR production* OR fabricat*
logistics OR transport* OR shipment OR
shipping OR inventory
sell* OR sale* OR wholesale* OR retail*
‘supply coordination’ ∼ 2 OR ‘business
coordination’ ∼ 2
‘supply cooperation’ ∼ 2 OR ‘business
cooperation’ ∼ 2
‘supply collaboration’ ∼ 2 OR ‘business
collaboration’ ∼ 2
alliance*
‘joint venture*’
biology OR pharma* OR medicine* OR
drug*
chemical OR chemistry
food
‘high tech’ OR ‘high technology’ OR ‘high
technologies’
textile* OR weav* OR yarn* OR sew* OR
cloth* OR garment* OR apparel*
‘big company’ ∼ 2 OR ‘big companies’ ∼ 2
OR ‘large company’ ∼ 2 OR ‘large
companies’ ∼ 2 OR ‘big enterprise’ ∼ 2
OR ‘big enterprises’ ∼ 2 OR
‘large enterprise’ ∼ 2 OR ‘large
enterprises’ ∼ 2 OR ‘big firm’ ∼ 2 OR
‘big firms’ ∼ 2 OR ‘large firm’ ∼ 2 OR
‘large firms’ ∼ 2
‘small enterprise’ ∼ 2 OR ‘small
enterprises’ ∼ 2 OR ‘small
company’ ∼ 2 OR ‘small companies’ ∼ 2
OR ‘medium enterprise’ ∼ 2
OR ‘medium enterprises’ ∼ 2 OR
‘medium company’ ∼ 2 OR ‘medium
companies’ ∼ 2 OR SME

A2
B

A3
B1
B2
B3

C

B4
B5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

D

D1

D2

.
In our study, based on the above formula, the TF-IDF value of each article classified in a specific word node was
calculated. These articles were then sorted by TF-IDF value in each sub-category. After examination of each node of
articles, according to different categories, articles belonging to word nodes of categories A and B with TF-IDF value over
1 were selected into corresponding source node which contained all articles with corresponding sub-category topic. On the
other hand, articles belonging to word node of categories C and D with TF-IDF value over 2 were selected to corresponding
source node. For example, for sub-category A1, the main supply chain stage focus of articles with TF-IDF value above 1
is manufacturing, while for articles with TF-IDF value below 1, manufacturing is not the main supply chain stage focus in
most cases. In the end, the selection result was validated again by a random reading of the articles in each source node of
sub-category topic.
3.2.3. Manual screening and categorisation along conceptual criteria
For screening and categorisation of the articles along categories E and F, a manual procedure was employed, and all articles
were read and refined based on the set conceptual criteria. The screening process included three steps.
Step 1: Screening articles employing modelling typology in Class 1
As stated earlier, due to the specific interest of this paper to review SCC modelling research, Step 1 was mainly aimed
at identifying the articles (in Class 1) employing modelling as a research approach.
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Step 2: Screening articles employing modelling approach where collaboration is the ‘core’ focus
As the purpose of subsequent analysis was to focus on exploring themes in modelling research in SCC, studies where
‘collaboration’ is not a core were excluded, e.g. Tapiero (2007) where collaboration is used as a context to study consumers
risk and quality control in supply chains. More specifically, ‘collaboration’ as the unit of analysis or unit of observation was
used as inclusion criteria.
The abovementioned two screening procedure resulted in excluding 298 articles. The remaining 380 articles were
grouped as Class 2 and were considered for evaluation into category E, in step 3. This set of articles was subsequently
used for cluster analysis for the purpose of identifying and exploring themes (in section 3.3).
Step 3: Categorising articles in Class 2 based on category E
Articles in Class 2 were read and categorised into seven different sub-categories representing forms/methods of collaboration, as proposed in Cao et al. (2010). This includes information sharing, goal congruence, decision synchronisation,
incentive alignment, resource sharing, collaborative communication and joint knowledge creation. In this paper, some of
them were adapted and expanded to fit the current corpus of articles.
3.3. Cluster analysis
Cluster analysis is an exploratory technique to group a set of objects which share similar attributes. Out of various methods
and corresponding algorithms employed to conduct cluster analysis (Duan and Xu 2012), this paper utilises hierarchical
cluster analysis, which has proven to be an established data mining method in various research domains (Everitt et al.
2011). To be specific, we employed UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) algorithm with
Jaccard similarity coefficient for binary data. The robustness and appropriateness of Jaccard measurement for binary data, as
demonstrated by Finch (2005), attests its use in previous studies (e.g. Rawlings and Bourgeois 2004; Powell and Sandholtz
2012). In general, out of the three most recommended clustering algorithms, UPGMA, centroid and Ward’s algorithm
(Milligan 1980; Mathieu and Gibson 1993), both Ward’s and centroid methods require computation of geometrical centroids
in Euclidean space (requiring squared Euclidean distances) and are thus incongruous with binary data analysis as required
in this study. Therefore, the choice of UPGMA is pertinent as employed in some previous works with a similar purpose (e.g.
Cabral and de Sousa Ramos 2014).
To conduct a cluster analysis, first an article-category binary matrix was constructed (an example part of the binary
matrix is shown in Appendix 2 and a full table is available from the corresponding author on request). The set of 380
articles in Class 2 were listed as the rows whilst categories A to E were listed as the columns. A cell value of ‘1’ indicated
if an article (in the row) was classified into corresponding column category, otherwise ‘0’ was indicated. Hierarchical
cluster analysis was then performed for the binary matrix in order to calculate the similarity (distance) of each pair of
articles in the corpus by using the Jaccard measurement and a corresponding 380 × 380 matrix was generated. By applying
UPGMA algorithm to this matrix, articles were grouped with a purpose of minimising dissimilarity within each cluster
and maximising dissimilarity between clusters. Each step of clustering was recorded in an agglomeration schedule and a
dendrogram (see Appendix 1 for a representative dendrogram for cluster 2) illustrating the whole clustering process. Since
hierarchical cluster analysis cannot automatically generate the optimal number of clusters, the ‘elbow rule’ was used to
determine the number of clusters for this study, as was also widely used in previous studies (e.g. Hofstede 1998). The rule
says, if there is a big jump of coefficient between two steps then the number of clusters before this jump is the optimal
number of clusters.
4. Results and findings
4.1. Descriptive analysis
The distribution of the articles over time (as shown in Figure 3) indicates that the topic has attracted greater levels of
research interest in the past ten years, as confirmed by the increasing trend of the number of articles since 2005. The earliest
article regarding SCC appeared in 1999, thus suggesting SCC research as relatively ‘new’ research topic compared other
collaboration research, e.g. business collaboration. However, since then the number of SCC articles has shown a much
sharper increase.
4.2. Categorisation by text-mining
Based on the TF-IDF method (described in Section 3.2.2) for topic extraction, all the Class 1 articles were extracted into
sub-categories of A to D, as shown in Table 4 descriptive statistics. The percentage of articles in each sub-category under the
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Figure 3. Distribution of articles in Class 1 by year of publication.
Table 4. Distribution of articles in Class 1 based on categories A to D.
Categories
A: Stages in supply chain
B: Levels of
collaboration
C: Industries

D: Company scales

Sub-categories

Number of article in SCC

A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
D1
D2

291 (43%)
336 (50%)
389 (57%)
202 (30%)
41 (6%)
92 (14%)
39 (6%)
13 (2%)
12 (2%)
9 (1%)
24 (4%)
18 (3%)
41 (6%)
16 (2%)
17 (3%)

* Bold represents the highest value in each category.

main category was calculated showing that, selling in category A, coordination in category B, textile and apparel industry
in category C, and SMEs in category D are the four most common sub-categories in their respective categories.
4.3. Categorisation based on conceptual criteria
70% of Class 1 articles employed modelling approach, thus showing its importance in SCC research. In Class 2 (380
articles identified along steps 2 and 3 in Section 3.2.3), coordinating contract was, by far, the most common method used in
collaboration, followed by information sharing and joint decision-making, accounting for 67.8%, 22.4%, and 17.6% of the
papers, respectively (shown in Table 5). Some articles represented multiple method/form of collaboration.
4.4. Identified clusters and their characteristics
Four major clusters emerged out of hierarchical cluster analysis on articles in Class 2. For naming, defining and explaining
these clusters, the representative sub-categories from categories A-E with most number of articles were identified. This
resulted in excluding categories C and D from defining the final cluster characteristics, and hence from subsequent analysis.
Interestingly, in each cluster there are always one or two sub-categories each from categories A and E, representing a
major number of articles. However, the weightage of the sub-categories from category B (in terms of number of articles)
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Table 5. Method/Form of collaboration distribution of
articles in Class 2.
Method/form of collaboration
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

Number of articles

Collaborative communication
Common goal
Coordinating contract
Information sharing
Joint decision-making
Joint knowledge creation
Resource sharing

1
7
258
85
67
0
21

Table 6. Key characteristics of the four explored clusters.
Clusters

NoA

RI

Cluster characteristics

Cluster 1

66

1.60

Cluster 2

53

0.86

Cluster 3

17

1.18

Cluster 4

225

0.75

Medium level collaboration during/between manufacturing
stage and logistics stage through information sharing
Low level collaboration during/between logistics stage and
selling stage through joint decision-making
Medium level collaboration during/between logistics stage
and selling stage through resource sharing
Low level collaboration during/between selling stage and
manufacturing stage through coordinating contract

in each cluster is rather equal; therefore it was considered unsuitable to choose a few sub-categories (with most articles)
to define the level of collaboration of the whole cluster. Consequently, a formula for calculating the relationship index
indicating the level of collaboration in each cluster was designed as below:
Relationship index(RI) = (NoA ∗ in B1 × 1 + NoAin B2 × 2 + NoAin B3 × 3 + NoAin B4
× 4 + NoAin B5 × 5)/NoA in this cluster
*NoA = Number of articles; Likert scale 1–5 was used to assign weight to each type collaboration.
The RI was calculated for each cluster, and also for all the articles in Class 2 ( = 0.98) as a baseline measure for
comparison. Therefore, collaborative relationship was defined as low if RI < 1, medium if 1 < RI < 2, and high if
RI > 2. Subsequently, each cluster was defined by following a generic format: ‘High/Medium/Low level collaboration
during/between Ax (stage in supply chain) through Ey (method/form of collaboration)’, as shown in Table 6.
It can be noticed that very few overlaps of sub-categories from category E occur in defining these clusters, thus each
defining the main characteristic of each cluster. Further, this also demonstrates the robustness of our clustering technique
since all four clusters differed significantly in terms of their key characteristics.
5. Discussion
Based on analysis of the articles in each cluster, and with the aim to identify modelling themes in SCC research, the key
underlying pattern among these articles was identified in terms of ‘new collaborative modes/models’ in supply chain, and
their ‘effects on supply chain performance’. Drawing upon these key patterns or themes identified in each cluster, the
discussion below highlights them. However, it is worth noting that not necessarily all the articles belonging to a cluster
captured the key identified pattern.
5.1. Cluster 1: information sharing paradigm
Information sharing identified as the dominant aspect in Cluster 1, refers to timely capture and dissemination of relevant information for decision makers to plan, control and coordinate collaborative supply chain operations (Simatupang
and Sridharan 2002, 2005; Ganesh, Raghunathan, and Rajendran 2014). Three major themes further identified here are
(i) VMI (Vendor managed inventory) & CPFR (Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment), (ii) implementation and examination of information sharing, and (iii) platforms, mechanisms and measurement of information sharing, as
summarised in Table 7.
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Table 7. Summary of key themes in cluster 1.
Key themes
VMI and CPFR

Key references
Caridi, Cigolini, and De Marco
(2005);
Dong, Dresner, and Yao (2014a);

New modes/models
CPFR with intelligent agents;
VMI with Consignment Stock
agreement

Sari (2008)
Implementation and
examination of
information
sharing

Platforms, mechanisms
and measurement of
information sharing

Xu et al. (2009);
Trapero, Kourentzes, and Fildes
(2012);
Kuo et al. (2014); Zhao and Xue
(2012)
Lee and Kumara (2007);
Kwon, Im, and Lee (2007);
Ramanathan (2013)

A consumer data sharing model

Effects
Reduced cost;Reduced
inventory;
Improved customer
service levels;
Increased capacity
utilisation
Improved forecast
accuracy;
Improved sustainability;

A designed decentralised
coordination mechanism; A
Multi-agent collaboration
system MACE-SCM

Improved supply chain
coordination
Eliminated bullwhip
effect; Increased
profit; Improved
performance for
addressing uncertainty;
Enhanced forecasts
accuracy

5.1.1. VMI and CPFR
VMI and CPFR are the partnership programmes primarily developed to encourage retailers to share information (Sari
2008) and are one of the most common methods employed in SCC, especially in the area of information sharing. Among
20 articles in this theme, most of them concentrated on exploring the influence on improved performance by applying VMI, in different ways, e.g. to downstream firms (Dong, Dresner, and Yao 2014a), to manufacturers and retailers
by using RFID tags at the item level (Smerekovsky and Zhang 2008), to suppliers and retailers amidst globally uncertainties(Lee and Ren 2011). CPFR, on the other hand, is relatively new in SCC, issued by the Voluntary Interindustry
Commerce Standards (VICS), under which both buyer and seller collaborate by correcting, adjusting, and proposing prices
and quantities to agree on a unique forecast, that coincides buyer’s purchase forecast and the seller’s sales forecast (Caridi,
Cigolini, and De Marco 2005). Among the studies, Panahifar, Byrne, and Heavey (2014) have highlighted the benefits
and deficiencies of CPFR, while Caridi, Cigolini, and De Marco (2005) and Dong et al. (2014b) have emphasised the
implementation and development of CPFR model for improving supply chain performance by using intelligent agents
or incentive-based contracts. Few studies focused on both VMI and CPFR, e.g. Sari (2008) conducted a simulation to
compare VMI and CPFR, indicating that the benefits of CPFR outweigh that of VMI, however additional resources are
required for CPFR under some circumstances. Lehoux, D’Amours, and Langevin (2014) similarly asserted the benefits of
CPFR over VMI in the forest industry in terms of operation costs reduction and better use of production and distribution
capacities.
5.1.2. Implementation and examination of information sharing
Eighteen out of 66 articles in this cluster were found discussing the aspect of implementation and examination of information
sharing methods under different conditions, and their corresponding influence on supply chain performance. Inderfurth,
Sadrieh, and Voigt (2013), for example, highlighted implementation of asymmetric information sharing to examine the
impact on supply chain performance. Various advantages of implementing effective information exchange and data sharing
were highlighted in other studies, e.g. improved sustainability and environmental-friendly products in textile and apparel
industry through efficient information sharing (Kuo et al. 2014), improved supply chain coordination through forecasting
(Xu, Dong, and Evers 2001), or supplier forecasting performance (Trapero, Kourentzes, and Fildes 2012). Other studies
concentrated on problems related to forecasting and planning during information sharing, e.g. hindering franchisor and
franchisee cooperation (Yan and Wang 2012).
Interestingly, majority of studies here discussed vertical information sharing, thus lacking a horizontal information
sharing aspect due to the competition among buyers (Karabati and Sayin 2008). Out of the two articles on horizontal
information sharing, Zhang (2006) demonstrated its importance on sharing inventory status between suppliers, while Zhao
and Xue (2012) highlighted consumer data sharing and competitive target advertising.
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5.1.3. Platforms, mechanisms and measurement of information sharing
Various platforms and mechanisms for information sharing were found, e.g. cooperative supply optimiser system (Sepehri
and Fayazbakhsh 2012), trustworthy decentralised coordination mechanism (Lee and Kumara 2007), cloud service broker
model (Demirkan and Goul 2013), MACE-SCM system (Kwon, Im, and Lee 2007). These information exchange systems
were beneficial in many ways, e.g. to reduce the total supply chain costs (Sepehri and Fayazbakhsh 2012), to eliminate costs
due to bullwhip effect through dynamic lot-sizing (Lee and Kumara 2007), to build trust (Demirkan and Goul 2013), etc.
In addition, a few studies also highlighted measuring information sharing from various perspectives. For instance,
Chituc, Azevedo, and Toscano (2009) analysed and compared e-business frameworks currently in use, emphasising their
strengths and weaknesses towards information exchange in a collaborative networked environment, while Ramanathan
(2013) developed an AHP model to rank available information for exchange in terms of their contributions to improve
forecast accuracy.
5.2. Cluster 2: joint decision-making
Joint decision-making is one of the main issues in managing supply chain coordination to influence supply chain performance (Biehl, Cook, and Johnston 2006), unlike traditional decision-making models where each supply chain member tries
to optimise its own profit without considering other members (Heydari 2014). Three underlying themes in this cluster are
shown in Table 8.
5.2.1. Logistics and shipment policy
In response to transportation and shipment problems in the supply chain, 11 articles in cluster 2 were found to highlight
aspects of collaboration, resulting in reduced logistics or shipment costs through various joint decision-making policies.
Kreng and Chen (2007), for instance, studied the joint decisions in determining economic order quantity, shipment sizes,
and number of shipments made under a three-echelon supply chain including manufacturer, distribution centre (DC), and
retailer, thus resulting in reduction of total cost. Most of these models included study of multi-echelon supply chain networks, for instance on, e.g. combining less than truckload quantities jointly for improving truckload rates (Banerjee (2009)
demonstrated a model for improving truckload rates by combining less than truckload quantities of the items jointly into
a full load. Yildiz, Ravi, and Fairey (2010) showed how to consider inbound and outbound transportation arrangements
from and to the customers and suppliers to utilise unused capacity in return route. Boros et al. (2008) showed how by
removing empty containers accumulated at the domestic port can help in scheduling vessels and container-yard operations
with conflicting objectives. As aforementioned articles indicate, most models under this theme spanned over multi-echelon
Table 8. Summary of key themes in cluster 2.
Key themes
Logistics and shipment
policy(ing)

Key references
Banerjee (2009);
Yildiz, Ravi, and Fairey
(2010);

New modes/models
A new model of
multiproduct batch with
full truckload shipment;
A centralised logistics
model considering
round-trip shipment

Kreng and Chen (2007)
Production planning

Xu et al. (2014b);
Yu et al. (2014);

An integrated production–
inventory model;
OPCD and OPCI

Glock (2012);
Chen (2014);
Replenishment and
inventory strategy

Boza et al. (2014); Wang
and Axsater (2013)

A new decision support
system (DSS); A model
of joint determination
of order quantity and
reorder point using
credit option

Effects
Reduced shipment cost;
Improved transportation
efficiency;
Reduced supply chain
cost;
Reduced total cost;
Increased system
efficiency;
Reduced makespan;
Reduced order tardiness;
Pareto improvement
Reduced inventory
holding costs; Reduced
stocks fragmentation;
Increased customer service level; Streamlined
inventory flow
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supply chain network. Kreng and Chen (2007), for instance, studied the joint decisions taken in determining economic
order quantity, shipment sizes, and number of shipments made under a three-echelon supply chain including manufacturer,
distribution centre (DC), and retailer, thus resulting in reduction of total cost.

5.2.2. Production planning
Another important role of joint decision-making is in the process of production planning. Various joint decision models in
production planning, as highlighted in 13 articles, were important to achieve reduced production or total supply chain costs,
e.g. an integrated production–inventory model of a three-stage supply chain (Sajadieh, Fallahnezhad, and Khosravi 2013),
two coordinative production mechanisms, overlapping production cycles with immediate delivery (OPCI) and overlapping
production cycles with delayed delivery (OPCD) with a single buyer and multiple vendors (Glock 2012). Beyond just cost
reduction, a number of other articles indicated benefits such as minimising order tardiness through production scheduling in
a multi-factory environment (Chung, Chan, and Ip 2011), or increased system efficiency through optimal dynamic policies
for integrated production and marketing planning (Chen 2014), or makespan reduction through joint supply chain scheduling
(Ullrich 2012).

5.2.3. Replenishment and inventory strategies
Studies with focus on joint decision-making in inventory strategy development mainly showed their effects on inventory performance improvement under different circumstances, e.g. Boza et al. (2014) discussed performance improvement through
reallocation of inventory to satisfy homogenous customer requirements with heterogeneous products, Viswanathan and
Piplani (2001) demonstrated cost savings in coordinating supply chain inventories through the use of common replenishment epochs or time periods, while Boute et al. (2008) highlighted the role of decision-making in reducing bullwhip effect
in upstream order, etc.
Another stream of studies highlighted joint decision-making for replenishment in order to improve performance and
reduce cost. For instance, Banerjee, Kim, and Burton (2007) showed the effects on cost minimisation by linking the inventories at different echelons of the chain, or streamlining inventory flow for distribution systems with multiple retailers and
stochastic demand (Wang and Axsater 2013), or increased overall chain profitability by using credit option in determination
of order quantity and reorder point (Chaharsooghi and Heydari 2010), amongst others.

5.3. Cluster 3: resource sharing paradigm
Resource sharing is the process of leveraging and investing in capabilities and assets along with partners (Cao et al. 2010).
Adequate and timely allocation and sharing of resources is critical for successful performance through SCC (Samaddar and
Kadiyala 2006; Alfalla-Luque, Medina-Lopez, and Dey 2013). However, there is still a clear lack of research in this area
compared to other methods in SCC; with only 17 articles identified in this cluster. Further two key underlying themes are
identified, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Summary of key themes in cluster 3.
Key themes
Logistics resource sharing

Production resource sharing

Key references
Kurata (2014);
Albino, Carbonara, and
Giannoccaro (2007);
Yu et al. (2012)
Keskinocak and
Savasaneril (2008);
Shirodkar and Kempf
(2006);
Soylu et al. (2006)

New modes/models

Effects

Inventory pooling or
consignment models

Increased profits;
High quality and reduce
costs

A collaborative
procurement
mechanism;
A shared capacity model
in collaboration with
material suppliers;
An integration of energy
production systems

Reduced cost;
Improved environmental
performance
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5.3.1. Logistics resource sharing
Literature on resource sharing in logistics mainly proposed design and development of different inventory sharing models between manufacturers or suppliers. For instance, Kurata (2014) developed an optimal inventory pooling system for
products whose availability would influence customers’ purchasing decisions. Albino, Carbonara, and Giannoccaro (2007)
on the other hand built a simulation model to examine the benefits (e.g. upgrading quality and reducing costs) of resource
sharing in industrial districts, while a single-manufacturer, multi-retailer inventory consignment model was developed by
Yu et al. (2012), not only helping manufacturers generate higher profit, but also coordinating retailers to achieve a higher
supply chain profit.
5.3.2. Production resource sharing
Various resources could be shared in the production process, e.g. material procurement sharing (Keskinocak and Savasaneril
2008), supplier capacity sharing (Shirodkar and Kempf 2006), production material sharing (Soylu et al. 2006), production facility sharing (Chen and Chen 2005), to influence performance of the supply chain mainly for cost reduction or
improved environmental performance. Keskinocak and Savasaneril (2008) studied collaborative procurement among competing buyers, examined the effects of such collaboration on buyer and supplier profitability, and derived the most beneficial
condition for each participant. A similar share procurement capacity model was developed in Shirodkar and Kempf (2006)
for material suppliers’ collaboration in the semiconductor industry. On the producers’ end, integrated production systems
for inter-company material and production exchanges (Soylu et al. 2006) showed to the improvements in economical and
environmental performances. Such production sharinf could extend into common manufacturing facility and/or a common
distribution and transportation networks to determine optimal inventory replenishment and production policies, as proposed
by Chen and Chen (2005).
5.4. Cluster 4: coordinating contracts paradigm
The largest chunk of the papers (nearly 60% of the articles in Class 2) belongs to Cluster 4, where coordinating contract
was revealed to the main mechanism for collaboration governance in the selling stage of supply chains. Such contractual
design ensures higher profits for supply chain members collectively, thus resulting in better supply chain coordination and
performance (Chung, Talluri, and Narasimhan 2014). Out of the few popular contract types focused in this cluster, three
emerged as the most highlighted ones, as shown in Table 10.
5.4.1. Incentive alignment contract
Many processes or activities among supply chain partners could be regarded for incentive alignment, e.g. revenue sharing
(Kunter 2012; Palsule-Desai 2013; Cao 2014; Hsueh 2014), risk sharing (Chen et al. 2014; Inderfurth and Clemens 2014),
cost sharing (Toktas-Palut and Ulengin 2011; Tsao and Sheen 2012), profit sharing (Leng and Parlar 2009), etc. These articles
Table 10. Summary of key themes in cluster 4.
Key themes
Incentive alignment
contract

Bonus contract

Key references
Palsule-Desai (2013); Hsueh
(2014);
Leng and Parlar (2009);
Peng, Zhou, and Qian (2013)
Huang et al. (2011);
Chen and Yano (2010);
Arcelus, Kumar, and Srinivasan
(2012);
Xing and Liu (2012)

Compensatory and penalty Lee, Rhee, and Cheng (2013);
contract
Devangan et al. (2013); Mathur
and Shah (2008)

New modes/models
A RS-CSR contract;
A royalty payment contract
A new weather-linked rebate
contract;
A contract with price match and
selective rebate
A new quality-compensation
contract

Effects
Improved corporate social
responsibility performance;
Reduced lead-time;
Improved production;
Improved profit
Reduced number of returns;
Pareto improvement;
Improved profit;
Increased retailer’s order quantity;
Increased supply chain efficiency
Improved supply chain coordination;
Improved profits
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( ∼ 50% in this cluster) mostly discussed the implementation process and examined effects of these types of contracts under
different circumstances.
Revenue sharing contract is one of the most common types of incentive alignment contracts. Among these, several
studies (e.g. Kunter 2012; Palsule-Desai 2013) have developed and analysed revenue sharing contracts for coordination of
manufacturer–retailer channels to determine the share among the players, in terms of revenue sharing rate, participation
rates, pricing etc. Such pricing and production decision aspects were also included in Cao’s (2014) revenue sharing model
to coordinate dual-channel supply chains amidst demand disruptions. Further, a new revenue-sharing contract embedding
corporate social responsibility was proposed by Hsueh (2014) for two-tier supply chain coordination.
Considering other types of incentive alignment contracts, Inderfurth and Clemens (2014) examined supply chain coordination using risk-sharing contracts under random production yield and deterministic demand, whilst Leng and Parlar (2009)
developed a profit-sharing contract model to induce the coordination of a two-echelon supply chain for subsequent lead-time
reduction. On the other hand, Tsao and Sheen (2012) examined the effects of promotion cost-sharing policy with the sales
learning curve on supply chain coordination.
In some literature, two or even more types of incentive alignment contracts have been compared or combined. For
instance, Peng, Zhou, and Qian (2013) analysed three contracts of revenue sharing (RS), overproduction risk sharing (OS),
and combination of RS and OS (RO), and contrasted them with the uncoordinated model.

5.4.2. Bonus contract
About 61 articles discussed various contract types with certain ‘bonus’ features, such as discounts (Chang et al. 2010; Huang
et al. 2011; Ke, Bookbinder, and Kilgour 2014) and rebates (Wong, Qi, and Leung 2009; Chen and Yano 2010; Arcelus,
Kumar, and Srinivasan 2012). Quantity discount contracts formed the unit of analysis in some articles, for instance, Chang
et al. (2010) discussed its effect on minimising the joint holding, ordering, and purchasing costs for all partners, while
Huang et al. (2011) studied quantity discount contracts used for payment to retailers affected by returns. Ke, Bookbinder,
and Kilgour (2014) studied the problem of optimal coordination in transportation based on discount contracts.
Another bonus contract type identified was rebates. Rebates could be provided either by suppliers/manufacturers or
retailers to end customers with differential effects upon profitability and effectiveness (Arcelus, Kumar, and Srinivasan
2012). Most articles examined the effect of such rebates on supply chain performance, e.g. on coordination performance in
two-echelon supply chains with a single supplier serving multiple retailers (Wong, Qi, and Leung 2009), or improved profit
under a new weather-linked rebate contract for demand of weather-sensitive seasonal products (Chen and Yano 2010), or
for improving supply chain efficiency (Xing and Liu 2012).

5.4.3. Compensatory and penalty contract
The last identified theme discusses compensatory and penalty contract. Most articles discussed the ‘compensatory’ feature
in coordinating contracts. For instance, Chen and Bell (2011) highlighted buyback contract where the manufacturer agrees
to compensate the retailer for unsold product and the returned products from customers. Such buyback contracts are utilised
under different conditions, such as when demand faced by a retailer is influenced by the amount of inventory displayed
on the retail shelf (Devangan et al. 2013) or when facing uncertain customer returns and refund-dependent demand (Liu,
Mantin, and Wang 2014). In addition, Lee, Rhee, and Cheng (2013) proposed a new scheme, the quality-compensation
contract, in which the manufacturer compensates the retailer for defective products that are inadvertently sold to consumers,
showing how such contracts fully coordinate the supply chain.
Compared to compensatory contract, the ‘penalty’ feature in coordinating contract is paid less attention by researchers.
Gurnani and Gerchak (2007) studied various contracts with penalty features and derived the optimal coordinating penalties
under a decentralised setting. Two types of service level-based supply contracts, a flat penalty contract and a unit penalty
contract, were compared by Sieke, Seifert, and Thonemann (2012), to provide implications for designing optimal contracts for supply chain coordination. Mathur and Shah (2008) proposed a price compliance regime for a contract where the
penalties, in the form of price for non-compliance on quantity, are enforceable on both parties.

6. Conclusion and further research direction
This paper presented a comprehensive literature review of articles regarding inter-organisational collaboration in supply
chain contexts. From an initial list of 687 articles on SCC, 380 articles were selected by considering collaboration as the
core of their ‘unit of analysis’ and employing modelling approach, as per purpose. Subsequent hierarchical cluster analysis
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revealed four clusters, defined by: information sharing, joint decision-making, resource sharing and coordinating contract.
These clusters, based on their focus, could be further categorised into 11 emerging themes as follows:
Cluster 1: (1) VMI & CPFR, (2) Implementation of information sharing, and (3) Platforms, mechanisms and measurement of information sharing; Cluster 2: (4) Joint decision in logistics and shipment policy, (5) Joint decision in production
planning, and (6) Joint decision in replenishment and inventory strategy; Cluster 3: (7) Logistics resource sharing, and (8)
Production resource sharing; Cluster 4: (9) Incentive alignment contract, (10) Bonus contract, and (11) Compensatory and
penalty contract. These themes conceptualised and generalised previous modelling research regarding SCC. Each theme
was then discussed mainly based on its characteristics, such as effects and new models/modes.
Based on the analysis in this study, we conclude as follows:
(1) Modelling is the most dominant approach used in SCC research.
Over 70% of SCC articles we found employed modelling method. Modelling is used in SCC research rather dominantly
perhaps due to the feasibility of modelling supply chain relationships by using mathematics or simulation methods compared
to other methodologies, such as empirical study. There is no sign showing that this trend would be decreased. We can find the
same pattern in major journals of SCC. For example, of the 49 articles regarding SCC we collected in International Journal
of Production Research, 32 articles used modelling as main methodology, such as Cannella and Ciancimino (2010) and Lee
and Kumara (2007). Modelling methodology is easy to deal with research topics such as production resources and systems
as well as the complex decision problems that arise in design, management and control of production and logistics systems.
However, it is expected to employ other methodologies other than modelling, e.g. empirical study, qualitative analysis etc.,
to explore SCC in future research.
(2) Incentive alignment contract is the most common theme addressed in modelling research of SCC; while resource
sharing is the least discussed theme.
Coordinating contracts forms the most dominant cluster even though it represents ‘low level’ of collaboration, of which
nearly 50% of the articles discusses incentive alignment. In International Journal of Production Research, four articles (cf.
Xiao, Yang, and Shen 2011; Zhang et al. 2014) out of ten discussed coordinating contracts can be classified into incentive
alignment theme. On the other hand, resource sharing is the least researched areas in SCC. This pattern can also be reflected
in practice of SCC. Most enterprises are reluctant to sacrifice own benefits (resources) to obtain maximum benefits as a
whole. They are only willing to collaborate through certain type of coordinating contract to form temporary collaborative
relationships with others.
(3) Financial and efficiency-oriented performances are frequently discussed in modelling research in SCC while quality
and environment-oriented performances are less addressed.
In the discussion section, the effects on various supply chain performance were highlighted for all eleven SCC themes. In
general, these performances can be generalised into four areas related to finance (e.g. cost, profit), efficiency (e.g. lead time,
facility utilisation), quality (e.g. customer satisfaction, rejection/return rate), and environment (e.g. sustainability, social
responsibility).
Based on what performance areas are mainly addressed in each theme, Figure 4 generates a matching diagram. It can be
deduced that financial and efficiency-oriented performances are involved in almost every identified theme; while quality and
environmental performances are relatively less addressed. It is shown that increasing efficiency to get financial advantages
is obviously more attractive. Profit is still the most important performance indicator in SCC research, although quality and
environment are paid more and more attentions in recent years, such as Yang, Lu, and Xu (2016), Xiao, Yang, and Shen
(2011) and Gao et al. (2016) in the International Journal of Production Research. It is anticipated to have more similar SCC
studies addressing the improvement of quality and environment-related performance in future research.
(4) Collaborations as discussed in current supply chain collaboration research are still at a relatively low level.
Based on a novel relationship index (RI) developed in this paper, each cluster was evaluated in terms of the level of
collaboration. It can be concluded that in general, SCC as discussed in current research are still at a relatively low level.
There are still a lot of potential for investigating higher level of collaborations in future research. Based on the calculated
RI for each cluster, articles related to joint decision-making and coordinating contracts mainly discussed lower levels of
collaboration. Along these clusters, future research could be conducted to explore higher level of collaborations and related
themes, as done in a few articles (cf. Skelton and Allwood (2013) and Wen (2011)). On the other hand, information sharing
and resource sharing paradigms are positioned relatively higher in terms of level of collaboration.
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Figure 4. Supply chain performances mainly addressed in each theme.

(5) Resource sharing is the most promising direction for future research regarding SCC field.
Based on the nature of hierarchical cluster analysis, the identified four clusters have equal significance to the corpus.
Therefore, any theme identified from the clusters cannot be prioritised over others; all the eleven themes play equivalent role
in the SCC field. From this point of view, all themes could be regarded as potential future research directions. However, the
number of articles in each cluster differs greatly, meaning that they have received different focus in research so far. Cluster
4 on coordinating contracts contributed more than 50% of the articles in Class 2, while Cluster 3 (on resource sharing)
is so far least studied in SCC context. Considering the rise of sharing economy nowadays, logistics resource sharing and
production resource sharing are more promising than other themes. Topic such as inventory sharing which is discussed in
Kurata (2014) in the International Journal of Production Research is expected to study more; they could represent future
research direction.
Based upon above inferences drawn, resource sharing is a salient direction for future research in SCC context. It is
anticipated to have more studies concentrating on resource sharing considering it to be still less explored area but at the
same time showing higher level of inter-organisational supply chain collaboration.
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A. Appendix 1. Dendrogram for cluster 2

*Cluster which has the most similarity (based on Jaccard measurement and UPGMA algorithm used in this paper) are linked step by step,
meaning that they are merged into a new cluster in each step.
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B. Appendix 2. Binary matrix for the article classification (an example part)
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